
GEOMETRIES OF PATHS FOR WHICH THE EQUATIONS
OF THE PATHS ADMIT n(n+1)/2 INDEPENDENT

LINEAR FIRST INTEGRALS*

BY

L. P. EISENHART

1.   The paths of a space 5„ of coordinates x1, • • • , x" are by definition

the integral curves of a system of equations of the form

d2xi       i dx>  dxt
(1.1) —-+ r,-*—- —- =0 (i,j,k=l, ■   ■   • ,») ,

ds2 ds    ds

where rjt are functions of the x's such that r't = Ttj, and 5 is a parameter

peculiar to each path. It is understood throughout the paper that a repeated

index indicates summation with respect to the index.

If each integral of equations (1.1) satisfies the condition

dx*
(1.2) ai-= const. ,

ds

where at are functions of the x's, equations (1.1) are said to admit a linear

first integral. A necessary condition is

(1.3) a,,,~f-a,,i=0 ,

where

(1-4) a,-,,= —:- aAri,- .
dx'

As thus defined a<t) is a generalized covariant derivative of the covariant

vector a¿. It is understood in what follows that a subscript or subscripts

preceded by a comma denote generalized covariant derivatives of the first

or higher order according to the number of these subscripts. In particular,

yp,i is the derivative d\¡//dx\

For this covariant differentiation we have the identities

(1.5) aitjk — aijcj = ahBijk ,

. h h
(1-6) a,-,,-*; — aitjik = akjBiki+aiti,Bjki ,

* Presented to the Society, February 27, 1926; received by the editors in December, 1925.
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where Bhijk, defined by
h h

h        à Tik      dTij i    h i    h
(1.7) Bijk =-;-—— + TikTij— TijTik ,

dx>        dx*

are the components of a tensor, called the curvature tensor*

From (1.3) we have

(1.8) ai,i*+<ii,i* = 0 .

If we add to this equation the analogous equation ak,i,•+«,•,* ,• »0 and subtract

<»i,*i+a*,ii = 0, the resulting equation is reducible to

(1.9) ai,jk= - aiBu,\

by means of (1.5) and the identities

(1.10) Bhiik+Bhiki=0 ,

(1.11) BÏfi+Bxi+Bli^O ,

which are consequences of (1.7).

When we express the conditions of integrability of equations (1.9) by

means of (1.6), we obtain

(1.12) a>,(Bkii,i — Biij,k)+ah,p(5iBkii—5kBiij+5jBiki — 8iBjki) =0 ,

where

(1.13) i?=lor0,

according as p=l or p^l.

If (1.2) is to be a first integral, the functions a< must satisfy (1.3), (1.9)

and (1.12), so that in general such a first integral does not exist. By means

of (1.9) the second and higher derivatives of the a's are expressible linearly

in terms of the a's and their first derivatives. There are n(n+l) of these

quantities, and they are subject to the n(n+l)/2 conditions (1.3). Hence

the solutions of the equations (1.3) and (1.9) involve at most »(w+l)/2

arbitrary constants, and this number only in case equations (1.12) are sat-

isfied identically. It is our purpose to determine the character and properties

of spaces for which the number of constants is n(«+l)/2.   In Riemannian

* Cf. Eisenhart, Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 24 (1923), p. 370.

t Cf. Veblen and Thomas, these Transactions, vol. 25 (1923), p. 592. The change in sign is

due to a difference in the definition of B tJt.
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geometry this is a characteristic property of spaces of constant Riemannian

curvature.*

2.   Before proceeding to the solution of this problem we observe that

by contracting the tensor Bt}¡ we obtain

(2.1) Bi, = Bijh = bij+<pij ,

(2.2) Sij=Bhii — ~ 2 <Pa ,

where ba and <Pa denote the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts of the

tensor Ba, and that <pa can be shown to be the curl of a vector <p,-, that is,

(2.3) Vii = -*-- —^.t
dx>       dxl

In order that equations (1.12) be satisfied identically in consequence

of (1.3), it is necessary that

(2.4) Bhkii,t-BHj.k = 0 ,

phhpphhp

(2.5) ôiB/cij— hiBitij— SkBuj+5kBiij

P    Ä ^r,P p    h h     p

+ 5jBik¡ — 5jBiki — ôiBjki+ôiB]ki =0 .

Contracting for p and / in equations (2.5), we obtain, in consequence of

(1.10), (1.11), (2.1) and (2.2),

(2.6) Bki,=-(SjBik—5iBjk+25k<pij) .
n—1

When these equations are contracted for h and j, we get

2ipik
(2.7) Bki—Biic=-.

n—1

Comparing this equation with (2.1), we have that <pik = 0, that is, <pt in (2.3)

is a gradient and the tensor Fi; is symmetric.  Also (2.6) reduces to

(2.8) Bkij=--(5jBik—&iBjk) .
n—1

Equations (2.5) are satisfied identically by (2.8), and (2.4) are reducible

by (2.8) to

(2.9) Ba.i-Bit.u = 0 .

* Cf. Eisenhart, Riemannian Geometry, Princeton University Press, 1925, p. 238.

t Cf. Eisenhart, Annals of Mathematics, loc. cit., p. 372.
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When the expressions from (2.8) are substituted in the identities*

Bkij,i+Bkii,i+Bku,j=0

we obtain

5,(Bik,i—Bik,i) + 5i(Bjk,i — Bik,j) + Si(Bik,j—Bjk,i) =0 .

Contracting for h and /, we obtain

(n-2)(Bik,i-Blk,i) = 0 .

Hence when n^2 equations (2.8) and that Bi, be symmetric are necessary

and sufficient conditions of the problem, and equations (2.9) when w = 2,

since in the latter case (2.8) are satisfied identically.

3.   If a geometry of paths is defined by a given set of equations (1.1)

and we define a set of functions r*t by the equations

(3.1) Tik=Y\k+Ùk+ûypi,

where ypi are the components of an arbitrary vector, and if also we define

a parameter s along a path as a function of s by the equation

d2s dxi / dl\2
(3.2) -= -2*<-(-) ,

ds2 ds  \ ds /

equations (1.1) can be written in the form

cPx*     -i dx'  dxk
(3.3) +T o,

ds¿ as    as

and this is the most general way in which the r's and J can be chosen to give

this result, f

If we denote by BkiJt the function of the r's analogous to (1.7), we find

that

(3.4) Bhiik = Bkiik+ôhi(pk,~pj,k) + 6hk(yPi,j-pi>pi)-Shi(Pi,k-yp,^k) ,

where ypi,,- is the covariant derivative of ypi with respect to the r's.

Contracting (3.4) for h and ¿ and for h and », we have

(3.5) Bii = Bii+nPij-ypi,i-(n-l)y¡,iypj ,

* Cf. Veblen and Thomas, loc. cit., p. 580; also, Schouten, Der Ricci-Kalkül, Berlin, Springer,

1924, p. 91.

t Weyl, Göttinger Nachrichten, 1921, p. 99; also, Eisenhart, loc. cit., p. 377.
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and

fik = <{>ik+\(n+\)(^i,k-^k.,)

(3.6) ,  . /#/       cty*
«*,+ *<»+.)(— -— ).

The quantities T*t determine a definition of infinitesimal parallelism

in the sense of Levi-Civita and Weyl. Hence the same set of paths lead to

different affine connections, according to the choice of the vector \pi. Those

properties of the space which depend only upon the paths constitute a

projective geometry of paths, and those depending upon a particular choice

of \¡/i an affine geometry of paths.

It is readily shown, as was first pointed out by Weyl,* that the tensor

(3.7)    H^*- _?*,»+-s"i(Bjk-Bki) + -— [6Î(nBiu+Bu) - «_(-_*«+£,*) ]
n+1 n2—l

is independent of the choice of ^.-.   Weyl called it the projective curvature

tensor.

From (3.6) and (2.3) it is seen that, if we take

2    /        dir \

n+1 \ dxx /

where a is any function of the x's, then <p,, = 0. Hence we have

The affine connection of a given geometry of paths can be chosen so that the

tensor Ba is symmetric.^

When Bijis symmetric, equations (3.7) reduce to

(3.8) Whiik = Bhiik+-(*)_»«-¿fl«) .
n—1

Comparing this equation with (2.8), we have the following theorem:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the equations of the paths of a

space Snfor n>2 admit n(n+l)/2 independent linear first integrals is that

the tensor Wijt vanish and the tensor F,-, be symmetric.

4. Weyl has shownj that for « > 2 the vanishing of the tensor Whijt is

a necessary and sufficient condition that a vector \J/i can be chosen so that

* Loc. cit., p. 101.

t Cf. Eisenhart, loc. cit., p. 378.

t Loc. cit., pp. 103, 105.
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for the new affine connection the curvature tensor Bt]k is a zero tensor and

that the vanishing of the latter tensor is a necessary and sufficient condition

that a coordinate system exist, which we call cartesian, for which all of the

r's are zero. He has called a space satisfying the former conditions pro-

jeclive plane.

Weyl has shown* also that when n = 2 the tensor WhiJK vanishes identically

and that equations (2.9) are necessary and sufficient conditions that the

space be projective plane.  Hence we have

A necessary and sufficient condition that the équations of Ute paths of any

space admit n(n + l)/2 independent linear first integrals is that the space be

projective plane and that the tensor Ba be symmetric.

From the results of Weyl it follows that a vector ypi can be chosen so

that Bi, is a zero tensor, and from (3.5) that this vector is a gradient, if

Ba is symmetric. In the coordinate system for which the f's are zero, we

have from (3.1)

(4.1) ri--(*if.* + «U.f).

Conversely, when we take the r's in the form (4.1), where \p is an

arbitrary function, we have

h / h   dV h   dV  \
(4.2) Bijk = er*[6i —— - 5* -— I .

\     dx'dxk dx'dx1 /

Contracting for h and ¿, we have

(4.3) Bn=(l-n)e-*-— ,
dx'dx'

from which it follows that the conditions (2.8) are satisfied.

For the expressions (4.1) of the r's we have

dBij      dBik
(4.4) Ba.k-Ba.i =-r + Biip,k-Bikp,j .

dxk        dx1

When the expressions (4.3) are substituted, we find that (2.9) are satisfied.

Hence we have

The most general geometries of paths for which the equations of the paths

admit n(n + l)/2 linear] first integrals are defined by (4.1) in which yp,, is

the gradient of an arbitrary function \f>.

*Loc. cit., p. 104.
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5. In the coordinate system for which the  r's have the form  (4.1)

equations (1.3) become

dbi        dbi
(5.1) — + -—= 0,

dx'        ax1

where

(5.2) bi = aie2t .

Equations (5.1) are the form which (1.3) assume in a euclidean space

referred to cartesian coordinates. In this case equations (1.9) become

d2bi
(5.3) -;- = 0 .

dx'dxk

From (5.1) for j=i it follows that bt is independent of xi, and from (5.1)

and (5.3) that the general solution is

(5.4) bi = CijX>+di ,

where ci} and a\- are arbitrary constants, subject to the condition that Ci,-

is skew-symmetric in the indices. Hence there are m(»+1)/2 arbitrary

constants as desired, and the a's are given by (5.2) and (5.4).

6. Let Sn be a space for which P¡, is symmetric and also conditions

(2.8) and (2.9) are satisfied; and consider the equations

d2e       k de       i
(6.1) -— - rw— = —-bub ,

ox'ox' ox"      n—1

which may be written

1
(6.2) ftw--Bifi .

n—1

The conditions of integrability of these equations, namely

*
O,ijk—0,ikj= 0>hBiik   ,

are reducible by (6.2) to

[h           1     . h           h     \~\          ®   ( \
BiJk-( dkBi, — 8jBik)-(Bij,k—Bik,j) = 0 .

n—1                         J      n—1

Since these conditions are satisfied identically in consequence of (2.8) and

(2.9), equations (6.2) are completely integrable and a solution is determined

by arbitrary values of the n+1 quantities 6 and 6}i for initial values of the

x's, that is, the complete solution of (6.2) involves n + 1 arbitrary constants.
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Consequently w + 1 solutions <pa(x\ ■ • • , xn) for a=l,

tions (6.2) exist for which the determinant

,n+l of equa-

(6.3)

dip1

dx1

dip2

dx1

¿v+1

dx1

dip1
— ^

a*"

a,?2
—-   ¿*

a^n t1

a*n
,»+i

is different from zero and the matrix of the first n columns is of rank n.

Hence the jacobian of the equations

(6.4) y = xn+l<pa(xl, ■   ■   ■ ,x") (a=l, ■   ■   ■ ,n+\)

is different from  zero,  and  these equations  define a transformation  of

coordinates in a space S„+i.

We define an affine connection in the S„+i in coordinates x" by taking

for Tjt(i,j, k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n) the expressions for these functions for the given

i addition

n+i       1 « at        c /i,j=l, ■   ■   ■ ,n ;\
r.j =—-Bif#**, r„+lj= -—, r„+1„+1=o( ).

n-l xn+1 \a=l, ■   ■   ■ ,w+l/

Sn and in addition

(6.5)

If f^7 denote the coefficients of the affine connection in the y's we have

(a,ß,p,v=l, ■   ■   ■ , »+1).
d2f       —a dy" dy ß   ay"

T ifiv =  I ßy
dxßdxi dxß  dxy dx"

From these equations we have in consequence of (6.1), (6.4) and (6.5)

_„   dy"  dy
(6.6) 1 pv

dx13  dxy

= 0

Since the jacobian of the transformation (6.4) is different from zero, equa-

tions (6.6) are equivalent to r"„ = 0. Consequently S»+i as defined is a

euclidean or flat space and the y's are cartesian coordinates.

From the definition of the affine connection of S„+i it follows that the

affine connection induced in the hypersurface xn+l = l, that is,

(6.7) y = (<pax,1... ,*-)

is that of the given S„.   Consequently we have
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A space Sn whose equations of the paths admit n(n+l)/2 independent linear

first integrals is a hy persurf ace of a flat-space of n+1 dimensions.

When the coordinates x{ in Sn are such that the T's have the form (4.1),

equations (6.1) are reducible in consequence of (4.3) to

d2(de+.)
—'■—- = 0.
dx'dx'

Hence the equations (6.7) in this coordinate system are

(6.8) ya = e~<t>(a1xi+ba) ,

where the a's and ¿>'s are arbitrary constants subject to the condition that

the rank of the jacobian matrix | |âya/dx'| | is n and the determinant (6.3)

is different from zero.

Princeton University,
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